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Thailand takes step 
towards legalising 
medicinal cannabis

Thailand relaxed its cannabis laws
Thursday, with users permitted to
possess and grow the plant — albeit

under complicated new guidelines. The
change comes after Thailandʼs landmark
2018 legalisation of medicinal cannabis —
the first such move by a country in
Southeast Asia, where anti-drugs laws are
notoriously harsh.

The kingdomʼs public health ministry
announced in February that marijuana
would be removed from its banned nar-
cotics list, and the rules came into effect

on Thursday. Activists welcomed the
development and Bangkok cannabis shop
Highland Cafe was doing a brisk trade in
buds on Thursday.

“Itʼs a dream come true,” said co-owner
Rattapon Sanrak. “Weʼve been fighting for
it (legalisation) for about 10 years,” the 35-
year-old said. Thailand has previously tak-
en a tough stance on drugs, with people
found with cannabis on them facing up to
10 years in prison and a hefty fine.

But some warned against lighting up
outside just yet. While possession and
sale of cannabis are now legal, smoking
the substance outside your home could
still get you arrested. Offenders could
potentially be fined 25,000 baht ($780)
and face up to three months in jail.

And cannabis extracts with more than
0.2 percent concentration of tetrahydro-
cannabinol (THC) — the psychoactive
compound that produces the drugʼs “high”
— remain illegal. Activist Cark K. Linn,

author of a popular Thai cannabis newslet-
ter, said the latest change was “effectively
and practically, a very radical legalisation
of cannabis in Thailand”.

Jeremy Douglas, regional spokesman
for the United Nations Office on Drugs and
Crime, urged caution however, saying the

legal reforms have “been a bit difficult to
track”. “Fundamentally what we under-
stand from ONCB (Office of the Narcotics
Control Board) is that the part of the law
governing cannabis has expired while in
the review process, and until it is final and
cleared by parliament cannabis can be
sold,” he said.

“So it became legal due to the ongo-
ing process, by default,” Douglas said,
adding that the ONCB maintains the
legal THC level will remain at 0.2 per-
cent. But outside the Highland Cafe peo-
ple were optimistic.

“I think it will take a long way to full
legalisation like Canada, like Amsterdam,
but I think this is a good step,” said 27-
year-old Siravit Taweechan as he patiently
queued. —  AFP

A man looks at a dried cannabis flower .A man gestures after buying a pack of cannabis at the Highland cafe in Bangkok on June 9, 2022. 

In a 500-year-old stone theatre in the
Egyptian capital, two young dervishes
spin ceaselessly. Slowly, then all at

once, they are consumed in a flurry of
vivid fabrics. Born into a lineage of
whirling dervishes, Mohamed Adel, 20,
takes great pride in the uniquely
Egyptian interpretation of the centuries-
old ritual known colloquially as “tanoura”,
or skirt in Arabic. “I choose the colours
and the shapes that are sewn into the
skirts,” Adel said, pointing to the folds of
his purple skirt with green and yellow
appliques moments before stepping on
stage to perform at a folk art festival.

The kaleidoscopic performance is a
world away from the UNESCO-listed
whirling dervishes of Turkey, who trace
their origins to the teachings of Sufi poet
and mystic Jalal al-Din Rumi.

Distinguished by their white robes,
camel-wool hats and fealty to ascetic
Sufi spiritualism, the ceremonies in
Turkey bear only a fleeting resemblance
to the psychedelic performances popular
in Egypt.

Sufis in Egypt, who number more than
15 million, with nearly 80 different orders,
adopted the ritual, progressively adding
colours and rhythms, turning the spiritual
practice into a folkloric art in its own right.

ʻEscapeʼ 
Every time it is the same: Adel steps

into a counter-clockwise twirl. As his
skirts bloom, he raises his right arm to
the sky, to receive divine blessing, and
reaches his left arm to the ground, deliv-
ering the blessing to the public. Then he
picks up the pace. His steps grow faster,

and he unties the cords that hold his dif-
ferent skirts together, raising one high
above his head. The topmost tanoura
represents the sky, the one below the
earth.

As he spins the first above his head
while the other forms an undulating disc
around his waist, he recounts the story of
genesis, and how the sky and Earth
were separated. This rendition is no
small feat, with each skirt weighing near-
ly 10 kilograms. If Adel deviates from his
axis or loses the rhythm of his feet, he
can fall and drop them.

“At the beginning, of course I would
get dizzy and even fall sometimes,” he
told AFP. “But training every single day,
either on stage or at home, I escape
somewhere else with the music.”

To the sound of Sufi chants, percus-

sion beats, or the haunting melodies of
the traditional flute or rababa-a lute-like
string instrument-the revolutions of the
dervishes of the Giza Troupe for
Folkloric Arts seem as unstoppable as
the planets.

ʻLike flyingʼ 
Side by side, but without their skirts

ever coming in contact, they perform
acrobatics as they spin. They throw their
skirts above their heads, catch them
midair, fold and unfold the flag of their
Sufi order, their spirals never ceasing.
For Ali Morsi, 25, it is a labour inspired by
“the love of God and the Prophet
Mohammed (PBUH)”. Though the
Egyptian version of the art has become a
festive occasion, most practitioners hold
to the roots of the ritual in the mystical

tradition of the Muslim Mevlevi Order,
founded in the 13th century by Rumi in
Konya, present-day Turkey.

Today, it is a staple of Egyptian
tourism, with some dancers, particu-
larly in hotels and entertainment ven-
ues, attaching lights to their skirts for
an added surprise factor, to the delight
of tourists and spectators. Both spec-
tacle and ritual, tanoura is indispensa-
ble for artists like Adel and Morsi, who
cannot imagine making their living any
other way.

“Itʼs like Iʼm flying, I can no longer feel
my body, I am no longer on earth,” said
Morsi, who has been a dervish for 11
years. “I only think of God and nothing
else.” — AFP

CAIRO: A troupe of whirling dervishes performs the traditional “tanoura” (skirt) dance during the Muslim holy month of Ramadan, at the medieval Sultan al-Ghuri Complex (built in 1505) in the Islamic Cairo district of Egypt’s capital on April 20, 2022.
Egypt’s kaleidoscopic whirling dervish performance is a world away from those of Turkey, who trace their origins to the teachings of Sufi poet and mystic Jalal al-Din Rumi. Though the Egyptian version of the art has become a festive occasion, most
practitioners hold to the roots of the ritual in the mystical tradition of the Muslim Mevlevi order, founded in the 13th century by Rumi in Konya, present-day Turkey. Today, it is a staple of Egyptian tourism, with some dancers, particularly in hotels and
entertainment venues, attaching lights to their skirts for an added surprise factor, to the delight of tourists and spectators. — AFP photos

Auction gathers 
horse-lovers from 
across divided Libya

Atrainer walks a mare around a grassy
pen under the gaze of potential buy-
ers from across Libya, where passion

for horses is undimmed despite years of
violence. The three-day auction in the
Mediterranean city of Misrata found homes
for 96 of some 150 horses on sale.

And despite years of conflict and division
since the fall of dictator Muammar Gaddafi
in 2011, breeders and buyers from across
Libya were able to attend. “There were
horses from the west, the east and the
south — from every city in the country,” said
Hussein Shaka, one of the organisers.

Equestrianism has a prominent place in
Libya as in other parts of the Arab world,
with weekly horse races as well as shows
and parades. Libyan horse-lovers have
managed to keep their traditions alive,
including the crafts of making saddles and
tack — and breeding pedigree chargers.

“I present you with Labaris,” the auction-
eer said enthusiastically, as a carefully
groomed brown stallion was led around the
show pen by a handler in a white T-shirt.
Prospective buyers in the all-male audience
held up numbered wooden plaques to place
their bids. The highest price of $8,000 went
to an off-white mare who, according to the
auctioneer, “has run in 21 races in France,
taking first, second and third places”.
Dozens of buyers sat on white plastic chairs
around the sun-drenched show pen as the
auctioneer extolled the virtues of the beasts
on show from a small stage.—AFP

A man smells a dried cannabis flower for
sale at the Highlands cafe in Bangkok.


